
Part 1 - about you

Lead organisation

Your name (optional)

Publicly available contact details (optional)

Other partners (optional)

Part 2 - about your project

Project name

Project description in a nutshell (this is the same as what you have entered into Consul)
[1000 characters max]



1.Technical feasibility
What is your overall approach going to be for getting the skills and expertise you need, and deploying these towards
the restoration of river woodlands?

[200 words max]

2.Commercial potential
Have you started thinking about the benefits your project will deliver and who the potential beneficiaries would be?
We would be interested to hear about any early thinking you’ve done about the benefits (such as natural flood
management) and which of these could have a monetary value to any of the beneficiaries. This is the starting point
for building a business model.

[200 words max]

3.Engagement with community
What kind of engagement or plans to engage do you have with communities that will benefit or be affected by your
project?

[200 words max]

4.Partnership potential
What kind of organisations are you planning to team up with to get your project underway?

[200 words max]



5.Level of public and environmental benefit
To what extent is your project going to be about creating wider public or environmental benefit?

[200 words max]

6. Right intervention in the right place
What steps are you planning to take to make sure your intervention is ecologically suitable for the location?

[200 words max]

7. Additionality to statutory responsibilities
To what extent is this initiative going to deliver beyond what you would be expected to be delivering anyway? (For
public agencies)

[200 words max]

Part 3 - uploading this form to CONSUL

1.Save your form in PDF
2.Label your form <project name - date>
3.Upload your labelled PDF to CONSUL platform
4.Check the platform regularly for questions people may have about your project proposal
5.Keep an eye out for updates from us along the way

Need help?
Contact riverwoodspioneers@demsoc.org

mailto:riverwoodspioneers@demsoc.org

	Project description: We aim to augment existing Forestry and Land Scotland planting plans by creating 27,000 square metres of wetland habitat on the River Goil flood plain in Lochgoilhead. Managing water flow will reduce flood risk, improve biodiversity, connect wildlife corridors, and provide additional recreational and educational opportunities for our community, our businesses, and visitors. Initial funding will enable us to explore the feasibility of habitat creation to complement planned native woodland replanting. Further funding would enable us to undertake construction of the habitat and extend our paths network by creating a “floating” boardwalk, bringing people into closer contact with ecosystems they might not otherwise experience. We will create physical and online information points to educate people about the links between biodiversity and climate change. 
	Commercial potential: Creating a nature reserve and wetland habitat to reduce flood risk would benefit the whole of our remote rural community: The only road into the Lochgoilhead runs through farmland and mire, close to the river for much of its length. The Goil is a spate river fed by runoff from many hillside burns, and is subject to bank erosion which has impacted salmon spawning grounds. The farmland and road currently flood during heavy rainfall, making the road impassable at least once a year. This is likely to become more frequent due to the impact of climate change. Flooding could even threaten some properties and community amenities. Our community is heavily dependent on tourism with a holiday village, independent accommodation providers and two outdoor education centres. The Trust has a good track record of providing amenities for locals and visitors to connect with nature; Lochgoilhead Community Park and Gardens, the River Walk (over 3km of low-level, easy access paths), and a Nature Trail alongside the River Goil. The location of our proposed nature reserve is adjacent to the River Walk and Nature Trail, and provides an ideal opportunity for accessible boardwalks and information points, with the potential for advertising sponsorship.

	Engagement with community: Lochgoil is one of 5 communities selected to participate in the Regional Land Use Partnership pilot (RLUP) and we are representing LLTNPA as a result of our involvement in the delivery of nature-based solutions. Although we are a small community compared to the other participants, we are keen to use this opportunity to demonstrate that any action a community or individual can take, however small it might seem, helps to combat the climate emergency. Our current Community Action Plan was produced after extensive community consultation and informs the work of the Trust, this is due to be updated in 2023 which will provide further opportunities for consultation. We will work with other community representative bodies, businesses, the primary school, and outdoor education centres. Consultation will be carried out using a range of channels including face to face and online. Volunteers will undertake physical aspects of the project where appropriate, such as tree planting. Many people have a connection with Lochgoil, having visited on holiday or with one of the outdoor education centres, and this would be an opportunity to reconnect with them.

	Partnership potential: Lochgoil Community Trust has a history of working closely with LLTNPA, FLS and AFT to deliver nature-based solutions and infrastructure projects - this will continue through this project. The Chair of Lochgoil Community Trust is a community representative on the LLTNPA Future Nature Working Group. Two of the directors of Lochgoil Community Trust are also directors of AFT. The Trust has good relationships with local businesses and landowners and is seeking to strengthen these further through our involvement with the RLUP pilot. This project would allow us to build on the RLUP pilot and give it a practical focus.

	Technical feasibility: FLS have already designated the area for native re-planting, following commercial timber harvesting in 2018. However, we will seek to work with partners and experts to explore the feasibility of increasing biodiversity even further, by better managing floodwater and rainwater run-off to provide wetland and bog habitat and to further reduce flood risks by managing water flow into the River Goil. We have already created a small-scale wetland habitat in our community garden which is home to an increasing number of insects and pond life, and have already completed several riparian tree planting projects on the River Goil. We have worked with AFT and LLTNPA for the past two years to deliver nature-based solutions to combat bank erosion in the form of green revetments. We will use existing relationships with FLS, LLTNPA and AFT to develop our plans, however a successful Riverwoods application would allow us to pay for specialist consultants to assess existing levels of biodiversity, providing a baseline and ensuring that our project will deliver biodiversity benefits.  


	Project name: River Goil Nature Reserve
	Other partners: Forestry and Land Scotland (FLS)
Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park Authority (LLTNPA)
Countryside Trust
Argyll Fisheries Trust (AFT)

	Lead organisation: Lochgoil Community Trust
	Your name: Tim King
	Publicly available contact details: https://www.lochgoil-trust.org/home
	Level of benefit: The project aims reduce the flood risk to roads, farmland, amenities and homes by dissipating water flow during spate conditions, and increasing the capacity of the river to retain floodwaters within the river eco system. It will increase biodiversity by turning around 27,000 square metres of wasteland into a valuable wetland and native broadleaf habitat. It will provide opportunities for tourism and outdoor education businesses to extend their visitor proposition. This is a unique opportunity to educate and inspire people into taking action for the climate emergency, as the location is particularly accessible to visitors from Glasgow, who might not consider travelling to more remote nature reserves. The project will improve physical and mental well-being by enabling people to connect with nature and then be inspired to protect it. 


	Right intervention in the right place: The land at NN 19970 02444 is already designated for native broadleaf planting, following commercial timber harvesting in 2018. We would like to maximise the opportunity for improving biodiversity and flood risk management by working with partner organisations, undertaking a baseline survey and using experts to ensure habitat improvements are appropriate. Our beautiful location and the thousands of visitors to our community, provide an ideal opportunity to engage a wide range of people with the links between biodiversity and climate change. 


	Additionality to statutory responsibilities: 


